FLOORX
Creating smart spaces

SMART RETAIL

Understanding engagement, enhancing customer service.

Shopping is an experience.
More and more retail outlets are rich multimedia centers with audio,
video and interactivity to attract a new set of expectations.
Give customers what they want and more than they expect.
Seamlessly, respecting a shopper’s privacy and security.

FLOORX
Creating smart spaces
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Monitoring and Analysis
With 340/380 sensors per square yard/meter, FloorX captures behavioral patterns and
analytics converts data into actionable insights. Increase customer engagement, design smart
spaces that react to presence information, track sales conversions and match it to individual
customer behaviors via integration with top POS systems.

Understand customer behaviors
Capturing the number of customers who enter the store is just the beginning. FloorX
accurate captures the traffic, identifies each unique set of individual footprints, and can
track that shopper – every shopper – through their interactions in the store. Which displays
do they linger at? Which do they ignore? Do they try anything on? What are the normal
traffic flows through the store?

But that’s just the beginning. World-class data analytics and integration with other IoT
systems can go deeper into reacting to or predicting behaviors, triggering alerts and
notifications, and building historical information to form future decisions.

Mats or Full Floors?
Mats
- Easy installation, no individual connected tiles or strips
- Enhanced monitoring at all access points
- Integration with other IoT/building management systems
- Activation of displays or interactive displays
- Customized notifications
Full Floors
- Seamless tracking of shoppers throughout the store
- Capture and database all activity for historical behavior pattern recognition
- Can tie back to POS systems to link in-store behavior with sales conversion rates
- Know exactly how store flow affects browsing and purchasing
- Use deep insights to develop future designs or making staffing decisions

Benefits
- Analyze where customers spend their time to accurately predict and take action on
needs and demands on in- store behavior
- Track work station, checkout lines and wait times to improve shopper experience,
productivity and training practices
- Interact and influence shopper in the decision-making moments through triggered
automation to enhance customer journey
- Optimize staffing by analyzing periods of peak activity by day, week, month, or
season
- Measure foot traffic anonymously including lingering, entering or leaving the store
- Dressing room activity can be monitored to maximize room usage

Features
- Near real time monitoring
- Customizable alerts/notifications
- Tracks presence and movement information throughout the store
- Accurate entry and exit information
- Identify visit durations at displays/engagement spots
- View insights and visualize pattern via one dashboard view

Technology

The Shopping Experience
Audio, video, product demos, interactive displays are all a part of today’s shopping
experience. But are they just part of the white noise around us? How do you make them
more responsive but less intrusive? An interactive display can be dormant or displaying
a simple background slide show… until a customer approaches it.

FloorX detects the shopper and, integrated with the digital displays, kicks on a video.
“Hey, there. Thanks for stopping by.” Layer in touchscreen interactivity and you can
display customized video and then track that user through the store. Knowing that they
were interested in men’s briefcases, did they then move to that display and ultimately buy

Our fundamentally different sensor
technology is made of the most wearresistant engineered polymer embedded in a spun bond non-woven
material. The pressure sensitive
underlayment created has 340/380 or
more sensing points per square
yard/meter.
Sensors measure a foot’s width,
length, stride and pressure, creating
an 3D footprint which enables us to
follow individuals over large surfaces.
Without requiring a daisy chain or
connecting individual strips or tiles,
we created a very reliable and stable
product that generates more and more
accurate data.

a briefcase? You don’t have to guess. You’ll know.

Floors
What kind of shopper are you?
Shoppers come in many flavors: those who know exactly what they want and buy it; those
who browse with no intention to buy; those who want to buy but need help, affirmation,
support. FloorX can identify those types based on what their own movements tell us. By
measuring direction and speed, we can ascertain purposefulness. By tracking hesitations
and wandering, we can determine when a customer might need a hand. Customized alerts
let you know when someone needs help, so you can direct them toward a sale or just tell

FloorX passed the industry-required
British spill, 10.000 impact, Surface
flammability and Critical Radiant
Flux tests. The sensors can be installed
under a variety of commercial floor
finishes including, but not limited to,
carpet, wood, vinyl tile and even
epoxy flooring. It is seamless and flat
while its functionality, characteristics
and ease of installation are very like
standard underlayment’s.

them: “That jacket looks great on you!”

Mats
We partnered with leading manufacturers to embed our technology
into a full range of mats in all kinds of
shapes, patterns and colors for a
variety of applications and industries.
Approved for dry, wet, and slippery
applications and, if required, with
outstanding ergonomic, safety, and
anti-fatigue benefits.

Software
Our advanced algorithms translate
foot traffic and human behavior into
actionable data for real-time and
historical access to the evolving trends
in physical spaces. The floor system
automatically reports to an easy-touse online dashboard that allows you
to quickly analyze and monitor
behavior anytime, anywhere.
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FloorX offers a single, non-invasive, invisible and accurate physical data source that in
combination with our advanced algorithms, analytics and software can be used as a central
data source for smart buildings and spaces.
“Learn more about the patented hardware and world-class analytic software that powers FloorX’s smart
retail solutions at www.floorx.com”
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